
GENERAL TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF SALE 

General terms and conditions of sale for rental accommodation (Chalets, Mobile homes,Coton Lodge, 

Coco sweet ,) and pitches. All rentals are nominative and can in no case be transferred or sublet.  

1/RENTAL REGULATIONS  

The option: the period between the customer's request for the option and the reception of the 

contract accompanied by the deposit by the campsite may not exceed one week, otherwise the 

benefit of this option will be lost. The rental only becomes final with our agreement and after receipt 

of a deposit of 25% of the amount of the stay. Only the persons mentioned on the contract will be 

able to stay in the campsite. Payment is made by bank cheque payable to Camping le moulin de ste 

Anne, bank transfer or holiday voucher (ANCV). Holiday vouchers must be valid, sent by registered 

mail and must not be stapled. In case of reimbursement of the deposit paid by holiday voucher, we 

retain 2.5% corresponding to the ANCV commission.  

The accommodation number is allocated according to availability. The pitch number can be 

determined by the manager on the day of arrival.  

1.1/ accommodation 

The packages include water, electricity, heating, a parking space for one vehicle, services such as 

swimming pool, playgrounds, table tennis, multi-sports area, entertainment (some of which may be 

subject to a charge), wifi.  

The balance of the stay must be paid 30 days before your arrival. In the absence of full payment one 

month before the start of the stay, the managers reserve the right to consider that the reservation 

has been cancelled with the consequences set out in the cancellation paragraph.  

The full price of the stay is payable at the time of booking in the following case :  

- From 15 June for any booking made less than one month before the date of arrival. No reduction 

will be granted in the case of late arrival or early departure.  

On arrival a deposit of 300€ is required for the respect of the accommodation, and 60 € for the 

respect of cleanliness. This deposit is payable by credit card imprint. It will be returned according to 

the condition assessed by the management within seven days.  

A detailed inventory is available in the accommodation and on the campsite's digital booklet. 

The tenant must check it and report any missing or broken items within 24 hours.  

Cleaning on the day of departure: the dishes must be washed and put away, the floor washed, the 

shower room and toilets clean, the fridge emptied, clean and defrosted, the rubbish bin emptied and 

clean.  

If the tenant opts for the cleaning package: the dishes must be washed and put away, the floor 

swept, the rubbish bin emptied (because not included in the cleaning package). 

1.2/Bare pitch or pitch with private campsite sanitary facilities  

The package includes 2 people, the pitch, a car, access to the sanitary facilities or private bathrooms 

depending on the chosen service and services such as swimming pool, playgrounds, table tennis, 

multi-sports area, entertainment (some may be charged), wifi.  



The balance of the stay is paid on your arrival. No reduction will be granted in case of late arrival or 

early departure.  

The pitch must be returned in the same state of cleanliness as you found it.  

2/ THE STAY 

In the absence of a written notice from the client specifying that he has had to postpone the date of 

his arrival, the pitch or accommodation will become available 24 hours after the date mentioned in 

the rental agreement and the full amount of the services of the stay will remain required by Camping 

le moulin de Ste Anne. 

Early departure or late arrival will not give rise to any reimbursement.  

2.1/ In accommodation  

In July and August arrivals are on Wednesday and Saturday between 4 and 8 pm and departures on 

Wednesday and Saturday between 8 and 10.30 am. 

Any overtime will result in the invoicing of an extra night deducted from the deposit.  

Outside July and August, arrivals can be made every day of the week for a minimum of 2 nights. 

An appointment must be made no later than the day before departure to check the condition of the 

chalet. In case of loss or broken key 50€ will be retained from the deposit.  

The accommodation is non-smoking.  

2.2/ On a bare pitch  

Arrivals and departures can take place every day of the week for a variable length of time.  

The number of people per pitch is limited to 6. 

Arrivals are between 2pm and 8pm and departures between 7am and 11.30am.  

3/ CANCELLATION  

Cancellation must be received by email only.  

Cancellation will only be valid upon receipt by the customer of our written confirmation by return e-

mail. Under no circumstances will telephone messages be taken into account.  

Different scenarios relating to the cancellation of a stay:  

Without cancellation insurance: 

 

- More than 31 days before the planned arrival date: the deposit and the booking fees are due and 

non-refundable. 

 

- Less than 31 days prior to arrival: booking fees and cancellation insurance due and the total amount 

of the stay will be taken care of.  



Any change in your reservation must be immediately notified (number of persons, car, animals). Your 

reservation implies the respect of the campsite's internal rules. Civil liability insurance is obligatory 

and you must provide a certificate.  

In the case of a cancellation due to the fault of Camping InNature, the total amount paid by the client 

will be refunded, including booking fees.  

4/ CANCELLATION INSURANCE (recommended)  

If he wishes, the customer can take out a cancellation insurance policy, which must be paid for, by 

mentioning it on the reservation contract.  

Tariff: 3% of the amount of the stay  

This insurance reimburses the compensation for breach of contract indicated above, according to the 

conditions stipulated in the contract.  

Before or during your stay, the cancellation guarantee covers the costs of breach of contract if one of 

the following events occurs: 

- Illness, accident or death affecting a member of your family  

- Complication of pregnancy before the 7th month  

- Major material damage to your own property and requiring your presence  

- Economic layoffs  

- Obtaining an open-ended contract  

- Accident or theft of your vehicle and/or caravan occurring on the way. 

- Cancellation of leave by the employer  

Full conditions concerning the scope, terms and limits of these guarantees are available from the 

insurer on request:  

Gritchen Toledo et Associés-Campez couvert-27 rue Charles Durand-CS70139 18021 Bourges cedex  

5/INTERNAL REGULATIONS  

Your reservation implies the respect of the campsite's internal rules.  

The customer undertakes to respect and to ensure that the persons accompanying him/her respect 

the campsite's internal rules, which will be brought to his/her attention by a notice posted at the 

entrance and reception of the campsite or provided at his/her request.  

6/ INSURANCE  

It is mandatory that the customer has a valid insurance policy to cover the risks of theft, fire, water 

damage, civil liability, third party recourse. Please bring a certificate with you.  

7/ANIMALS  

Only one dog per rental is allowed according to the current price list (unless prior agreement with 

the management), cats are forbidden in the chalets (unless prior agreement with the management).  



Dogs (except those of 1st category which are forbidden in the campsite), cats and other carnivores 

will only be accepted on a leash and after presentation of their valid vaccination book.  

They must be taken out for their hygienic walk and must not cause any noise disturbance.  

8/CLAIMS  

Although the campsite will do its utmost to make your stay as pleasant as possible, it will not be held 

responsible for any external events that may result in the reduction or even cancellation of your stay.  

You can use the AME CONSO mediation service free of charge: by e-mail:  

www.mediationconso-ame.com, or by post: AME CONSO, 11 place Dauphine – 75001 Paris.  

 

 

 


